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The rush of excitement that I felt when poking open the first cardboard door on my

advent calender was only amplified upon viewing the snow-coated ground yesterday

morning :) Finally into the month of December, it is now socially acceptable to embrace

anything and everything winter-themed! Our village organised a socially-distanced light-

switch on, to substitute for the usual carol service and Christmas tree lighting. It was

utterly magical to see the entire village bedecked in glittering fairy lights and festive

wreaths, and I’m sure that many other local areas are equally as sparkly! The myriad of

ways in which communities have formed beacons of support this year has been so

fulfilling to be a part of. I believe that the best sides of humanity have been displayed

this 2020: by those working tirelessly on the front-lines; those leaving hot soup on the

doorstep of a shielding neighbour; those taking lessons for a class of moody, sleep-

deprived teenagers; or those who have just kept their loved ones smiling. I hope that we

continue to treat others with kindness, even after 2020 bids adieu.  

The Prime Minister of Finland, Sanna Marin, was sworn in on
December 10th 2019, becoming the world’s youngest serving
state leader and the youngest Prime Minister in Finnish history,
at only 34yrs old.
 Ms Marin was raised in an LGBTQ+ household. She grew up in
a rented apartment with her mother and her mother's female
partner. Her parents separated when she was very young, and
in her early years her mother raised her alone. In an interview,
she describes how as a child she often felt isolated, due to the
lack of opportunities she received to openly talk about her
parents. Regardless, Ms Marin conveyed her close bond with
her mother, who fully supported her aspirations. Sanna Marin
was the first person in her family to go to university. >>
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Tropical coral reefs are the most diverse marine

ecosystems on Earth, and provide shelter for thousands of

animal species, as well as an incredible number of plants,

protists, fungi and more. Corals have existed for more

than 400 million years, and all together coral reefs take

up an area of around 300,000km². Coral reefs are home

to many types of sea animals including Pufferfish,

Seahorses and Leopard Sharks. 

Clownfish have one of the most interesting relationships

with coral, called a symbiotic relationship. Sea anemones

that are part of the coral reef have venom-filled tentacles

which they use to catch their prey However the Clownfish

are immune to this venom. This allows the Clownfish to

live among the coral and be protected from other fish.

Clownfish help out the sea anemones by eating small

invertebrates on the anemones that are potentially

harmful to them. 

Pollution, over-fishing and the ongoing climate change

are all contributing to the rising sea temperatures, which

causes coral bleaching worldwide. Due to this, over 50%

of the world’s coral reefs have died in the last 30 years,

and up to 90% may die within the next decade. The loss

of coral would result in less biodiversity in the ocean and

also in a global economic disaster. Without coral reefs,

areas that frequently experience hurricanes and tropical

storms would also have less natural coastal protection.  

>> Rapidly rising through the ranks of the Social Democratic Party, she quickly
became the head of the city administration in Tampere. She later went on to
become an MP in 2015, and transport and communications minister in June
2019, all while raising her (then) 22-month old daughter. 
Due to Finland’s wide gender disparity in many aspects of their society, Ms
Marin and her team of four other female party leaders in a ruling coalition, were
a fantastic step in terms of Finland’s politics.  
Sanna is seen as being a left-winger in her party, and a strong advocate of
Finland's welfare state. She is currently talking about plans to reform Finland’s
Trans Act, which will enable transgender people to legally self-identify. The
current Trans Act is very controversial as it requires transgender people to
undergo lengthy mental health screenings and enforced sterilisation in order to
obtain legal gender recognition. For the first time, all five parties in the coalition
are in favour of reforming the act when it is put to parliament.  
The new equality programme states that, among many other things, everyone
has the right to determine their own gender identity. This has been recognised
as a step in the right direction, for the LGBTQ+ community, and hopefully is the
beginning of many more to come.
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High school is a huge change from online lessons,

living in our pyjamas, not being able to find pasta

anywhere in the shops and being jailed in our houses.

It’s scary on how quickly things normalise, now we

wipe our desks like it’s nothing and we wear our masks

like it’s an accessory. 

Unfortunately, me and many other teenagers joined

our first year of high school during this pandemic. It

was hard at first trying to get close to people, mentally

and physically because of restrictions but have all tried

to make the best of what’s happening. It can be hard

sometimes thinking about how our year would

without thinking of what this year would have been

like if all this hadn’t happened. What lunchtime

activities would we have joined? What would seven

lessons a day be like? Would I be able to go over to my

friends house? It’s strange seeing teachers live on our

iPads and not having proper assemblies. Sometimes

this whole thing feels like a simulation: like it isn’t real

or it’s a weird dream that you can’t remember. 

Lessons have been different as well. Instead of seven

lessons its been cut down to two lessons which isn’t

the best when your two lessons aren’t your favourite.

Seeing teachers with masks on feels like a social

experiment: if you ask a stupid question they might be

smiling behind there. It’s better then getting lessons in

your bedroom as you sit on your bed praying you won’t

be asked for the answer on page twenty four or that

the teacher asks for you to turn your camera on while

you’re in your pyjamas at midday. Then after all of that,

hand sanitiser, mask, hand sanitiser, wipe your desk

and you’re off to your next class. The worst part is when

your next class is right beside your previous class but

you’ve got to walk around the entire school to get

there because of the one way system.  

I’ve enjoyed myself tremendously so far and cannot

wait for the many new changes waiting to happen.

MY EXPERIENCE OF FORM 1 (SO FAR!)MY EXPERIENCE OF FORM 1 (SO FAR!)MY EXPERIENCE OF FORM 1 (SO FAR!)   
Martha Docherty
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F1 Lindores house hockey team 

Nethybridge was brought to Mayfield! 

Form 1 house rugby champions! 
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Christmas is near but Hanukkah is nearer; for those

of you who maybe don’t know, Hanukkah (or

Chanukah) is an eight-day Jewish festival

celebrated between the 10th and 18th of

December. 

Hanukkah (which means dedication in Hebrew) is

a festival that celebrates the victory that occurred

when the Maccabees successfully fought against

the (larger) Syrian army, way back in the 2nd

century BC. After the fight the Maccabees found a

temple with a lamp that contained some oil; the oil

was lit and miraculously stayed lit for 8 days. 

Hanukkah celebrations include preparing

traditional foods such as latkes (potato pancakes),

challah (a special sweet bread that is often

braided) and sufganiyot (jam donuts). 

A menorah with 9 candles is also very common

among Jewish households: one is lit everyday and

the ninth is used to get a flame to light the others.

During Hanukkah, it is also very common to gift

and receive gelts (chocolate coins) and play

tradition games such as dreidel.

Reflecting on Martha’s
experience of Form 1,
it’s bittersweet to look

back on my own:
adventuring in

Nethybridge; making
new friends; exploring
new subjects. It’s hard

to believe that five-
and-a-bit years have
passed since I made

my own transition into
F1. I have no doubt
that their induction

programme was just
as enjoyable as ours

was, and have
complete confidence
that support was put
in place for making
their shift to high

school as smooth  as
possible.   
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